In ocean-bottom seismic data processing, while the pressure component P is in general of good quality, high levels of noise are often observed on the vertical component Z. Nonetheless, Z is needed to achieve complete pre-stack wavefield separation and also to drive processes such as mirror imaging and up-down deconvolution. We propose a new method to address this problem, based on upgoing and downgoing wavefield properties and pressureparticle velocity relationships. The sparse -p domain plays a key role in this 3D method, allowing for better signalnoise discrimination than other domains. The application of the proposed algorithm to a deep-water ocean-bottom survey effectively attenuates noise while preserving amplitudes.
Introduction
In ocean bottom seismic (OBS) acquisition, a hydrophone and a three component geophone are embedded in an ocean bottom cable (OBC) or in individual nodes (OBN) to record pressure and particle velocity (or acceleration) data. This allows recording of the full elastic wavefield and its separation into upgoing and downgoing parts (see for example Amundsen 1993 , Schalkwijk et al., 1999 .
Vertical component data from ocean bottom recordings are often corrupted by a high level of noise compared to the pressure component. When applying standard separation techniques, this noise ends up being propagated to the upgoing and downgoing wavefields and can be so severe that the separation results become almost unusable. Efficient and accurate wavefield separation is often a requirement for successful further processing. Wavefield separation is typically followed by either additional multiple attenuation or by up-down deconvolution (Osen et al. 1999) , and finally by conventional or mirror imaging (Grion et al., 2007) . Among these additional processing steps, up-down deconvolution shows the highest sensitivity to wavefield separation results. Demultiple and imaging also benefit from accurate separation.
Vertical component noise is often referred as "Z noise", "shear wave noise" or "geophone noise" in the literature (Paffenholz et al., 2006) . This noise is believed to be induced by scattering and is coherent on common receiver gathers but incoherent in common shot gathers. It exhibits a slow-velocity moveout ( Figure 1 ) and its strength depends strongly on sensor coupling and ocean bottom conditions. Water depth is not a determining factor for the recording of this noise, nor is the type of acquisition system (OBC or OBN). Acquisition tests highlight the fact that nodes spaced only a few meters apart can record significantly different Z-noise. The low repeatability of this type of noise is a particular challenge for 4D projects, and its accurate elimination has been the objective of recent research activity. Previous attempts to eliminate this noise include velocity filtering (Shatilo et al, 2004) , coherent-energy decomposition between hydrophone and geophone (Craft, 2008) and coherency-guided wavefield separation (Zabihi et al., 2011) . A well know Z noise attenuation strategy consists of coherent noise attenuation in common receiver gathers (CRGs) followed by incoherent noise attenuation in common shot gathers (CSGs). However, in the case of node surveys with receiver stations placed several hundred meters apart, not only Z noise but also signal appears incoherent in CSGs, therefore this route is not a viable option.
Method
It is well known that upgoing and downgoing events have opposite polarity on P and Z. In more precise terms, the relationship between P and Z is described by the equation of motion:
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This equation shows that reflected events are recorded on P and Z with different amplitudes and polarities and in fact this is the principle behind wavefield separation into upgoing and downgoing waves. Therefore, although it may seem at first sight attractive to devise a Z-noise attenuation method that simply matches sample-by-sample the Z component to the noise-free P component, this approach is not in practice feasible as it would destroy the amplitude and phase relationship between P and Z. Zabihi et al. (2011) exploit wavefield separation to simplify the recorded wavefield and estimate a primary coherency guide that effectively rejects noise on Z. This method requires PZ calibration to be achieved before noise attenuation. In this paper, we propose two Z-noise attenuation methods, both implemented in the 3D sparse -p domain (Trad et al., 2003) for increased robustness in the presence of aliasing and acquisition irregularities, and to allow for signal-noise discrimination. Similarly to Zabihi et al. 2011, the first method is also separation-based and requires PZ calibration to be performed beforehand, while the second method is adaption based and estimates a noise model by adaptive subtraction of P from Z.
In more detail, the separation based method estimates a set of -p varying scalars that set the envelope of a sparsely estimated downgoing wavefield to its P equivalent, thus minimizing the risk of primary damage. An important property of the downgoing wavefield just-above the seabottom is that they contain no primary energy. Craft (2008) also uses envelope-based scalars, but these are derived from P and Z rather than from P and the downgoing wavefield. A threshold is used in the scalar calculation to limit its application to data windows where noise is present. This method is efficient but requires PZ calibration.
The adaption-based method performs a more complex -p varying adaptive matching of sparsely estimated P and Z data using 3D convolutional operators in time-slope windows, to estimate a noise model that is then subtracted from Z. In effect, the matching filters perform a time and slope-variant calibration of the sparse representation of P and Z signals, thus allowing the estimation of noise as difference between P and adapted Z.
The proposed methods share the property that they derive a noise model that is subtracted from the input Z data. As signal is preserved, they can be considered as true amplitude processes.
Examples
The proposed methods are demonstrated on a deep water OBN dataset acquired offshore West Africa. Z-noise typically affects receivers in a spatially inconsistent manner, only a small number of receivers were heavily affected by noise. Figure 1 shows the vertical particle velocity component Z and the pressure component P for one of the nodes most affected by Z noise.
The ROV-deployment of the nodes achieved good and spatially consistent Z coupling. This factor, jointly with the wide temporal separation of direct arrival and multiple energy typical of deep water acquisitions, facilitates PZ calibration It was possible to achieve calibration even in the presence of Z-noise, by means of a survey-wide calibration filter and receiver consistent calibration scalars.
The removal of Z-noise was first attempted using an f-k implementation of the separation-based Z-noise attenuation method of Zabihi et al., (2011) . This method proved effective and accurate on the Caspian Sea OBC data showed therein, where Z noise tends to have a slower, more linear character, but was not successful on the OBN dataset considered here. However, a separation-based attenuation remains attractive because calibration can potentially enhance signal preservation during noise attenuation.
The separation-based algorithm appears more suitable for this dataset but both algorithms were assessed on selected receiver gathers. Figure 2 shows the Z component after noise attenuation using the two proposed algorithms. Both the separation-based (left) and adaption-based (right) methods achieve excellent noise cancellation, thus showing that noise attenuation is achievable both with and without prior PZ calibration.
The separation based algorithm was further tested on a line of 3D receivers (Figure 3 ). Testing included a careful analysis of the impact of noise attenuation on stacked Z component signal to minimize signal loss, as well as the detection of receivers where Z noise is present and noise attenuation is required. Inspection of the estimated noise model and of the Z component before and after noise attenuation (Figure 4) shows effective noise removal. The structural and frequency character of the Z stack after noise attenuation now resembles that of the P stack.
Conclusions
We discuss new 3D technologies to improve OBS imaging, which is sometimes affected by the presence of high amplitude noise in the Z component. The proposed methods exploit sparse -p signal-noise discrimination and take into account the relationship between upgoing and downgoing wavefields, as well as between pressure and particle velocity. It is essential that Z-noise attenuation preserves both primary and multiple energy as both are required for accurate wavefield separation. Application of the method to a deep-water OBN dataset from West Africa successfully removes strong noise.
